The HP air suspension of the Admiral series helps you run longer by reducing strain.

Multiple adjustment features come standard on the Admiral, including 180° swivel, dual level seat heater, and an adjustable shock. This adds up to a better fit and more comfort for you.

Our exclusive BackCycler® system is designed to help you maximize your uptime by reducing the strain, pain, and fatigue back pain causes.

**BACKCycler BENEFITS**

1. **RELIEVES** MUSCLE AND LIGAMENT STRAIN
2. **IMPROVES** CIRCULATION
3. **REDUCES** DISC PRESSURE AND COMPRESSION
COMMANDING COMFORT

ComforTEK™ dual level seat ventilation system (Admiral CT)
Dual level seat heat
Front cushion tilt
Rear cushion tilt
Continuous recline from 6° to 23°
Track with 8.9” fore-aft travel
Thigh support adjustment

Optional ComforTEK™ Cooling System

The Admiral CT features our ComforTEK seat ventilation system. This system circulates air in the cushion and back area to help keep you cooler and more comfortable. This means you can run your AC system less and save money in fuel and wear and tear.

Description | Driver | Passenger
--- | --- | ---
Admiral, without armrests | 40049.0xx | 40079.0xx
Admiral, with dual 17” long armrests | 40049.3xx | 40079.3xx
Admiral CT, without armrests | 40149.0xx | 40179.0xx
Admiral CT, with dual 17” long armrests | 40149.3xx | 40179.3xx

*Complete base number above with material & color code to the right

Model HP air suspension with 5” travel
HP isolator
Ergonomic large hi-back, 22” x 32”
Ergonomic large cushion, 23” x 20”
Air adjustable 3 chamber lumbar support
Air adjustable bolster support in back & cushion
Optional dual 17” long armrests
Dual side cushion map pockets
Rear magazine pocket
Adjustable shock fine tunes ride
Driver or passenger swivel
Bellows suspension cover

VISIT YOUR DEALER AT:
facebook.com/national
twitter.com/national

ADMIRAL & ADMIRAL CT

LEARN MORE!
50 Nances Creek Boulevard (PO Box 566) Piedmont, AL 36272
1-800-222-7328 | NationalSeating.com